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SIDE AFFECTS PODCAST: BUILDING BLOCKS OF
HR TECHNOLOGY
What exactly is HR Technology? Learn with the first of three podcasts with our
Director of Growth, Anne Marie Singleton and Side Affects Producer Kenzie Fell
with guest speaker, Kelly Zimmerman from Benefit Technology Resources (BTR)
to discuss the importance of HR Technology. No matter the size of your company,
you will use some sort of technology to support your workforce. Starting with
recruiting, on-boarding, and continue with employee payroll and more. Right now,
COVID-19 has spotlighted the evident misses with HR Technology. There are so
many options that are easy and inexpensive that can help close those gaps of
support. It is a process, and it all starts with a strategy. We recommend listening
to this and the other BTR Side Affects podcasts as a good starting point.
Building Blocks of HR Technology

OHIO NEW ORDER "STAY SAFE OHIO" UNTIL
MAY 29
We have reached a new stage, but coronavirus hasn't gone away! It is no longer
a Stay at Home Order, it is a Stay Safe Ohio Order, until May 29th. We need to
be practical with our efforts to stay safe and have public confidence that steps are
being followed. It is so important to continue to follow the CDC recommendations
toward social distancing, mask-wearing, and staying home if necessary. Governor
DeWine has industry expert groups working together to determine good reopening times for each industry. Governor DeWine stated, "We can stay safe,
protect each other and at the same time, we can get back to work."
Governor DeWine Friday Press Conference

KENTUCKY RE-OPEN PHASE
Previously, we listed the health care or medical phasing re-opening, this list is for
Kentucky businesses and other organizations. As each re-opening occurs, it is
encouraged to follow the 10 steps for a healthy return to work.
Healthy at Work: Re-Opening Kentucky
Kentucky: Timeline for Business Re-Opening

INDIANA - STAY AT HOME GUIDELINES
This State of Indiana executive order provides guidance regarding the stay at
home order. Governor Holcomb identifies those exempt from this order as well as
defining the essential workers. Please read on for the steps if workers have been
exposed, or recovering, and how that will play with going back to work. This
article has other links included that will answer numerous questions.

Indiana: Guidance for Businesses and Employers
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